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Spatiotemporal characteristics of serial CSs and
their relation to search modes and response form

FRANCISCO J. SILVA, WILLIAM TIMBERLAKE, and RORY S. GONT
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana

In four experiments, we examined how the spatiotemporal proximity to food of the two elements of
a serial conditioned stimulus (CS) influenced the pattern of C8--directed versus food-site-directed be
havior in rats. Experiment I showed that only temporal proximity affected responding when the serial
CSconsisted of two successive 4-sec presentations of either a spatially near or a spatially far lever (NN
or FF). However, Experiment 2 showed that behavior depended markedly on whether rats received a
near followed by a far lever (NF) or a far followed by a near lever (FN). Experiment 3 showed that the
effects of Experiment 2could be changed by increasing the duration ofthe second CSelement, and Ex
periment 4 showed that these changes were not related to previous training. We concluded that be
havior produced by the spatiotemporal qualities of the lever elements can be attributed to a mapping
between the temporal qualities of the CSelements and an underlying sequence of search modes related
to finding food.

Given a choice, animals generally prefer cues that are
more spatially and temporally proximate to food (Bowe,
1984). For example, rats quickly learn to choose the lo
cation of the rewarded arm of a T-maze (Kimble, 1961;
Terrace, 1984), and pigeons differentially peck a key that
is more likely to produce reward in a short time (Baum,
1974; Herrnstein, 1970). These results fit well with tra
ditional reinforcement and reward-following models of
learned behavior in which responses are strengthened as
a direct function of their spatial and temporal proximity
to food (see, e.g., Hull, 1952; Staddon & Horner, 1989).
These results also fit with optimal foraging models that
presume that foraging animals maximize benefit per cost
and behave so as to minimize their delay in obtaining food
(Stephens & Krebs, 1986).

The applicability of reward-following and optimality
models is less clear when animals "misbehave" by emit
ting responses that are unnecessary (e.g., superstitious
behavior-Skinner, 1948; Staddon & Simmelhag, 1971;
Timberlake & Lucas, 1985) or that interfere with obtaining
reward (e.g., automaintenance-Williams & Williams,
1969; constraints-on-Iearning-Sevenster, 1973; misbe
havior-Breland & Breland, 1961). The frequent emer
gence of such stereotyped, inefficient responses suggests
that behavior in the presence of food is influenced by pre
organized characteristics of the organism as well as by
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the spatial and temporal proximity of reward (Timber
lake, 1993). One such contribution ofthe organism appears
in the form oftypical perceptual-motor organization that
facilitates reliable but potentially inefficient responses to
particular stimuli (Timberlake & Lucas, 1989). For exam
ple, an important basis for the emergence ofrooting in pigs
trained to carry tokens to a "bank" to obtain food (Breland
& Breland, 1961) appears to be a species-typical digging
response related to foraging for roots (see Mason, 1991).

In addition to specific perceptual-motor organization,
a second contribution of the organism in determining re
sponding may involve a sequence of preorganized moti
vational modes that underlies strings ofresponses preced
ing and following food (Lucas, Timberlake, & Gawley,
1988; Timberlake, 1994; Timberlake & Lucas, 1991; see
also Craig, 1918; Tinbergen, 1951). In this view, hungry
animals in the absence of proximate food cues are most
strongly controlled by a general search mode that influ
ences stimulus sensitivities and by response components
related to systematically searching the environment for
food (see Figure 1). The receipt ofcues that are better pre
dictors offood differentially activates afocal search mode
that controls more specifically food-related stimulus sen
sitivities and responses such as digging, capturing, and ma
nipulating. Finally, the presence of food strongly acti
vates a handling/consuming mode that supports responses
involved in ingestion or storage. Immediately following
food, the animal reenters a form offocal search (i.e., post
food focal search).

In short, each motivational mode is hypothesized to sen
sitize perceptual-motor mechanisms appropriate to for
aging at a particular spatiotemporal proximity to food. The
transition from a more distant to a more proximate mode
is controlled by encounters with stimuli that signal an in
crease in the spatiotemporal proximity of food on the
basis ofa combination of individual and evolution-based
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Figure 1. A representation ofthe sequence of search modes related to procuring and ingesting food, the associated general response
classes, and the mapping between the search modes and stimuli in the environment. Note that, with a serial conditioned stimulus (CS),
the first serial element (represented as the light gray rectangle in the figure) is mapped to earlier aspects ofthe focal search mode than
is the second element (the dark gray rectangle), which is mapped to later aspects ofthe focal search mode. Increasing the duration of
the second element causes its mapping to shift from late to early focal searchllate general search.

experience. Thus, a hungry rat exposed to a flashing
light previously paired closely with food should enter a
focal search mode, as should a hungry naive rat when a
moving stimulus contacts its whiskers.

In this behavior systems view,Pavlovian training results
in a mapping between one or more search modes and the
conditioned stimulus (CS; see also Konorski, 1967). The
relative strength of the different modes controlled by a CS
should be determined by its spatial and temporal proxim
ity to food, its evolution- and experience-based perceptual
characteristics, and the context (Akins, Domjan, &
Gutierrez, 1994; Domjan, 1994; Timberlake, 1994). For
example, in the case ofa moving stimulus predicting food
for hungry rats (such as a rolling ball bearing, see Timber
lake, Wahl, & King, 1982), both a relatively long interval
between the CS and the unconditioned stimulus (US) and
the distant movement of the CS most strongly support a
general search mode, whereas the proximity and size of
the CS and its manipulability support a focal search mode.
This combination of general and focal search modes will
support the conditioning ofa sequence ofresponses, such
as attending to, tracking, chasing, and capturing the mov
ing stimulus, followed by manipulation and biting (K. M.
Silva& Timberlake, 1997). A shorter CS-US interval with
the same moving stimulus will best support conditioning
of focal search and handling/consuming modes and their
related responses, such as intense nosing and digging at
the food site (Timberlake et al., 1982).

The purpose of the present experiments was to use a
serial conditioning procedure with identical CS elements
(insertable levers differing only in their spatiotemporal
relation to food) to examine the circumstances under

which spatial and temporal cues control responding to the
lever versus responding to the food site. We were partic
ularly interested in exploring the relation ofresponding to
the hypothesized sequence of underlying search modes
(see, e.g., F. 1. Silva, Timberlake, & Cevik, 1998; F. 1.
Silva, Timberlake, & Koehler, 1996; K. M. Silva & Tim
berlake, 1997; Timberlake & K. M. Silva, 1995). At the
same time, we considered predictions and explanations
offered by a more traditional associative approach.

The serial CS procedure allowed us to separately ma
nipulate the spatial and temporal proximity of the CS to
food. In Experiment 1, we presented two groups of rats
with a serial CS consisting of two brief (4-sec) presenta
tions of identical levers that were located either "far"
from or "near" the food site. The quotation marks (" ") are
used because the actual difference in distance to the food
site from the levers was quite small (2.5 cm). In Experi
ment 1, we assessed the extent to which the spatial and
temporal proximity ofthe levers independently controlled
the distribution of responses directed to the levers and
the food site. In Experiment 2, we contrasted the behav
ior systems framework with a more traditional associa
tive approach by comparing behavior during a serial CS
composed of stimuli that were spatiotemporally most
congruent with chasing and capturing a prey item (the
far lever was followed by the near lever, then by food)
with a serial CS composed of stimuli spatiotemporally
more incongruent with chasing and capturing a prey item
(the near lever was followedby thefar lever, then by food).
In Experiment 3, we examined the effect of increasing
the duration of the second stimulus on the distribution of
responses during congruent and incongruent serial CSs,



and in Experiment 4, we tested the contribution of prior
experience to the effects of the duration manipulation.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, we attempted to establish the contri
bution of two successive 4-sec presentations (insertions
followed by withdrawals) ofeither afar lever (Group FF)
or a near lever (Group NN) to the form ofresponding that
emerged. The order of the uppercase letters denotes the
temporal sequence in which the two levers were presented,
and the letter itself denotes whether the lever was spa
tially far or near to the food site. Thus, for Group FF, the
first lever was both spatially and temporally distant from
food, and the second lever was spatially far but temporally
proximate. For Group NN, the first lever was temporally
distant but spatially near, whereas the second lever was
both spatially and temporally proximate. It is important
to reiterate that the terms near and far are relative, de
fined by a difference in distance of only 2.5 em between
the lever CSs and the food site.

At a conceptual level, we were concerned with how
the spatiotemporal parameters of two successive presen
tations of the same lever coordinated with the sequence
of search modes posited by the behavior systems ap
proach. On the basis of our previous experience with
CS-US intervals involving discrete moving cues, the first
lever should gain better control of a late general search
state based on the conditioning ofboth general and focal
search modes, thereby facilitating attention, chasing,
contact, and some manipulation responses directed toward
the lever. The second lever should gain better control of a
focal search state, combining focal search and handling/
consuming modes, thereby facilitating nosing and digging
at the food site (see Figure I).

Given this mapping between search modes and CS el
ements, we expected three outcomes: (1) more lever con
tact during the presentation of the first (temporally dis
tant) stimulus than during the presentation of the second
(temporally proximate) stimulus, on the basis of the as
sumption that the temporally distant stimulus should
come to control a late general search state (a combination
of general and focal search modes); (2) more nosing in
the food site during the presentation of the second stim
ulus, on the basis of the assumption that this stimulus
should come to control a focal search state (a combination
offocal and handling/consuming modes); and (3) no ef
fect of the spatial proximity of the levers to the food site.
This last prediction was based on the small, 2.S-cm dif
ference in the distance ofthe near andfar levers to the food
site. A given rat had no basis for comparing the distances
of the near andfar levers, because both serial elements
were the same lever (either FF or NN).

A more traditional associative view of these circum
stances makes one prediction similar to that of the behav
ior systems approach-that a vigorous conditioned re
sponse (CR) should emerge during that CS element most
temporally proximate to the US. A different prediction is
that the more distant element should control weaker and
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even possibly inhibitory CRs (Kehoe & Napier, 1991).
Unspecified in the predictions ofa more traditional asso
ciative view is what form the CR should take and, if more
than one CR emerges, what their relative expression should
be. Put simply, traditional associationism deals with the
concept ofassociative strength without trying to specify
the form of the CR (with the exception of the stimulus
substitution approach, which has been of limited use at
all but the shortest CS-US intervals-see Domjan, 1994).
Thus, although the associative view predicts that the CR
should be strongest in the most proximate element, it is
unclear whether this applies to nosing in the food site or
contacting the lever.

In sum, the behavior systems view envisions a sequence
of CRs and attempts to account for their form and rela
tion to the CS elements by the extent to which each CS
controls different search modes and the environment sup
ports the related perceptual-motor repertoire. A specific
point of contrast with a more traditional associative
approach is that the behavior systems view argues that
different, rather than just weaker, responses should be con
ditioned to a more distant CS (Akins et aI., 1994; Dom
jan, 1994; F. 1.Silva et aI., 1996).

Method
Subjects. The animals were 16 female Sprague-Dawley (Rattus

norvegicus) rats that were approximately 90 days old at the start of
the experiment. The rats were maintained at 85% of their free-feeding
weights throughout the course of the experiment, and they were
housed in individual cages in a colony room regulated by a 12:12-h
light:dark cycle. Water was freely available in the home cages.

Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of four metal rectangular
boxes (50 X 36 X 32 em) with Plexiglas fronts and tops. Each box
was contained in a sound-attenuating wood chamber and dimly il
luminated by a 25-W light bulb oriented toward the ceiling. A fan
located at the back of each chamber provided masking noise and
ventilation.

Food pellets (Bio Serv 45-mg dustless pellets; Frenchtown, NJ)
were delivered by a Waltke Feeder (Bloomington, IN) into a metal
food tray located in a recessed opening on the back wall ofthe box.
The food site aperture was 3.2 cm wide and was located 19.5 em
from the right sidewall, 15 em from the left sidewall, and 5 ern
above the floor. An infrared photodetector measured each time the
subject placed its head in the food tray. The touch-sensitive near re
tractable lever was located 4 em from the left side of the food re
ceptacle, and the touch-sensitive far lever was located 6.5 ern from
the right side of the food receptacle. Both levers were located 4.5 em
above the floor. Both levers were 3.7 em wide. Lever contacts were
detected when a rat standing on the floor completed an electrical
circuit by touching a lever. All measures from the food site to the
levers were taken from nearest edge to nearest edge.

The apparatus was controlled by an IBM-PC and solid state in
terface located in an adjacent room. Programmed contingencies and
data collection were managed at a O.l-sec resolution, using Con
man Contingency Management Software (Spyder Systems, Bloom
ington, IN).

Procedure. The 16rats were divided into two groups of 8, equated
for their ad-lib weights. Experimental sessions occurred 6 days a
week at approximately the same time each day. Rats were weighed
before each session and, after the session, fed a supplemental
amount of food to maintain their weights at 85% ad lib. The rats
were fed at the same time on the 7th day. The order of groups was
alternated each day to eliminate any time bias. Each session con
sisted of 12 trials. The interfood interval (IFI) averaged 90 sec, with
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Figure 2. The average duration (~SEM) spent contacting the
far and near levers (top panel) and nosing in the food site during
the presentation of the far and near levers (bottom panel) per
4 sec for Groups FF and NN in Experiment 1.

a range between 60 and 120 sec. The experiment proceeded through
the following stages: chamber adaptation, pretraining (feeder train
ing), and serial conditioning.

Before actual training took place, each group was placed in the
boxes for approximately 20 min in order to reduce neophobia to the
experimental environment. After this chamber adaptation phase,
the rats were feeder trained by placing them in the chambers for a
20-min session, during which approximately 24 food pellets (i.e., 2
pellets per trial X 12 trials) were delivered. On the 2nd day, the rats
that did not eat the food on the Ist day were trained again, using the
same procedure as the Ist day.

During the subsequent serial-conditioning phase, both groups of
rats were trained with a serial CS predicting food, which was pre
sented on a variable time (VT) 90-sec schedule. All trials consisted
of successive 4-sec presentations oftheJar lever, followed by a sec
ond 4-sec presentation of the Jar lever (Group FF), or of the near
lever, followed by a second presentation of the near lever (Group
NN). The timing ofthe lever presentation began as soon as the lever
began to enter the chamber. It took approximately 0.5 sec for a lever
to be completely inserted into or withdrawn from the chamber. Food
followed the retraction of the second lever for both groups. This
conditioning procedure lasted for 12 sessions. The dependent mea
sures consisted of the amounts oftime the rats spent contacting the
levers and nosing inside the food site during presentation of the
levers. We followed the convention of determining statistical sig
nificance if the results of a statistical test were p < .05, but we also
followed the contemporary practice of referring to results just
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slightly above .05 as marginally significant (see the discussion in
Aron & Aron, 1994, and in Howell, 1997).

Results and Discussion
The top graph in Figure 2 shows the average duration

spent contacting the levers for Groups FF and NN dur
ing the last 2-day block of conditioning. An analysis of
variance (ANaYA) confirmed that the two groups did
not differ in the amount of time they spent contacting the
levers [F(l, 14) = 0.80] and that, although there was little
contact to either lever, the combined groups reliably con
tacted the first lever more than they did the second lever
[F(l,14) = 7.84].

The bottom graph in Figure 2 shows the average du
ration spent nosing in the food site during the last 2-day
block ofconditioning. An ANaYA confirmed that the two
groups did not differ in the amount of time they spent
nosing in the food site [F(I ,14) = 0.07], but they did nose
in the food site more during the presentation ofthe second
(temporally proximate) lever than during the presentation
of the first (temporally distant) lever [F(l,14) = 34.25].

In sum, the results from Experiment I showed that there
was more nosing in the food site during the presentation
of the second (temporally proximate) lever than during
the presentation of the first (temporally distant) lever and
more contact of the first lever than of the second. Fur
ther, within the parameters of the present experiment, the
absolute spatial distance of the lever from the food site
did not affect either nosing in the food site or contacting
the lever. Thus, the temporal sequence of presentations
ofa repeated CS element was an important determinant of
responding, but the spatial distance of the CS elements
from the food site was not.

These results are consistent with the behavior systems
approach and, to an extent, with a more traditional asso
ciative view. The behavior systems view presumes that the
more temporally distant CS element controlled both gen
eral and focal search modes, whereas the more tempo
rally proximate CS element controlled focal and handling!
consuming modes. On the basis of our previous work in
similar circumstances (F.1.Silva et a!., 1996; K. M. Silva
& Timberlake, 1997; Timberlake et a!., 1982), this map
ping between modes and CSs means that the first CS el
ement should better control approach and contact di
rected to the lever, whereas the second CS element should
control more nosing in the food site. The present results
support this view.

According to a more traditional associative account,
each element of a serial CS acquires its own associative
strength in direct relation to its temporal proximity to the
US. The strongest CR should emerge during the presen
tation of the element most proximate to the US, and more
distant elements should control weaker and possibly in
hibitory CRs (Kehoe & Napier, 1991). The nosing in the
food site data were consistent with this analysis, but the
lever contact data were not. However, it could be argued
that the different responses (nosing in the food site and
contacting the lever) had different optimal CS-US inter-



vals (see, e.g., Schneiderman & Gormezano, 1964). Thus,
the optimal conditioning interval for nosing in the food
site could be shorter than the optimal interval for contact
ing the lever (see also Konorski, 1967).

Although a multiple optimal-interval account might
explain why there was more approach and contact ofthe
lever during the presentation of the first CS element and
more nosing in the food site during the presentation of
the second CS element, this account lacks the conceptual
development to explain a priori why there were multiple
CRs and how they should map to the elements of the se
rial CS. We will consider further differences between the
behavior systems and associative views in the next ex
periment.

EXPERIMENT 2

The first experiment showed both the importance of
the temporal sequence ofCS elements in determining re
sponding and the lack of importance ofthe small absolute
difference in their spatial distance to food. However, in
most learning circumstances, there is a correlation between
spatial and temporal distance in the sequence of predic
tive stimulus elements. For example, in maze learning,
Tolman (1932) noted that the spatially shortest path to
reward typically also was the temporally quickest, thereby
correlating these two dimensions in a congruent spa
tiotemporal sequence of stimuli as the rat solves the maze.

To clarify the contribution of spatial and temporal di
mensions acting together, Experiment 2 compared a group
receiving a congruent sequence of CS elements (i.e.,
their relative spatial proximity to the food site was posi
tively correlated with their temporal proximity to food
delivery) with a group receiving an incongruent sequence
of CS elements (their relative spatial proximity to the
food site was negatively correlated with their temporal
proximity to food delivery). Specifically, the congruent
Group FN received a serial CS in which the far lever was
followed by the near lever.For this group, the spatially far
stimulus was also the most temporally distant, and the
spatially near stimulus was the most temporally proxi
mate. The incongruent Group NF received a serial CS in
which the near lever was followed by the far lever. In this
case, the spatially nearer stimulus was the most temporally
distant, whereas the spatially far stimulus was the most
temporally proximate.

It is worth noting that, in the present experiment, both
the congruent and incongruent sequences of CS ele
ments involved similar spatial patterns of presentation
relative to the food site. The first lever was presented for
4 sec on one side ofthe food site, the second lever was pre
sented for 4 sec on the other side ofthe food site, and then
food was delivered. In both cases, an animal approaching
the second lever had to go past the food site. The differ
ence was that, in the congruent sequence (FN), the sec
ond lever was 2.5 em closer to the food site than was the
first lever, thus creating a positive correlation between
spatial and temporal distance, whereas in the incongru
ent sequence (NF), the second lever was 2.5 em farther
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from the food site than was the first lever, thus creating
a negative correlation between spatial and temporal prox
imity. The question we were interested in answering was,
Would the rats react to these small differences in the rel
ative proximity of the second lever to the food site?

From a more traditional associative view, it seems un
likely that the small difference in the distance of individ
ual CS elements from the food site should strongly affect
responding. Given that there was no effect of the absolute
spatial distance of the second lever element from the food
site in Experiment 1, we would expect the results ofboth
Group FN and Group NF to resemble the temporal effects
obtained in Experiment 1 (i.e., more lever approach and
contact during the presentation of the first CS element
than during the presentation ofthe second, and more nos
ing in the food site during the presentation of the second
CS element than during the presentation of the first).

However, if the small spatial differences between the
two lever elements does have an effect, the rats in the con
gruent Group FN would be likely to exaggerate the dif
ferences in responding to the two CS elements, because
the first lever is now both temporally and spatially more
distant from the US than the second lever. In contrast, for
the incongruent Group NF, responding should be more
similar during the presentation ofthe two lever elements
because both the first and second elements are a mixture of
near and far spatial and temporal components from food.
The first element is temporally far but spatially near; the
second element is temporally near but spatially far.

As in the last experiment, there is a problem in pre
dicting the relative amount of nosing in the food site and
contacting the lever. If we assume that contacting the
lever and nosing in the food site have optimal spatial in
tervals for conditioning (in addition to optimal temporal
intervals), we predict that the effect of the far-near spa
tial differences in the present experiment should parallel
the effect of the temporal differences shown in Experi
ment 1. Thus, Group FN might show even more lever re
sponding to the first stimulus and nosing in the food site
to the second stimulus because the first CS element was
both spatially and temporally appropriate for optimal
conditioning oflever contact, whereas the second element
was both spatially and temporally appropriate for opti
mal conditioning of nosing in the food site.

Using similar arguments, Group NF should show a
more equal distribution oflever contact and nosing in the
food site across the two CS elements because both ele
ments contain both long and short CS-US "intervals." The
first element is temporally distant and spatially proxi
mate; the second element is temporally proximal and
spatially distant. Thus, both CS elements should produce
more similar amounts ofcontacting the lever and nosing
in the food site.

The predictions of the behavior systems approach dif
fer in that they emphasize the animal's ecology and re
sultant specializations. Rats are a predatory species with
sensory-motor and motivational adaptations for chasing
and capturing moving prey (Timberlake et al., 1982).They
should be sensitive to the spatial differences in the two
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Figure 3. The average duration (:i:SEM) spent contacting the
far and near levers (top panel) and nosing in the food site during
the presentation of the far and near levers (bottom panel) per
4 sec during the congruent stimulus (Group FN) and the incon
gruent stimulus (Group NF) in Experiment 2.

lever elements, not only because of their spatial and tem
poral proximity to food, but because ofthe potential map
ping ofthe moving CS elements to predatory mechanisms
involved in the chasing and capture of moving prey.

We know that rats show considerable approach to and
interaction with a ball bearing rolling toward a food site
when the bearing-US interval is greater than 4 sec (Tim
berlake et aI., 1982). At a bearing-US interval of 2.5 sec,
however,rats predominantly fail to approach the bearing,
instead treating it as a signal to nose in the food site. We
also know from previous pilot data that a ball bearing mov
ing away from the food site is less effective in producing
chasing (see Timberlake, 1980).These results suggest that
a manipulable stimulus moving toward the site of "cap
ture" will condition a sufficiently strong general search
mode to facilitate approach to and contact of the stimulus
at CS-US intervals down to at least 4 sec. But the same
moving stimulus presented with a CS-US interval of
2.5 sec or moving away from rather than toward the food
site appears to condition a stronger focal search mode that
overcomes the eliciting qualities of the rolling bearing
and produces more nosing in the food site than approach
ing the ball bearing.

GROUP FN GROUP NF

Method
Subjects. The animals were 16 female Sprague-Dawley rats that

were approximately 90 days old at the start of the experiment. The
housing conditions were the same as those used in Experiment I.

Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus, general procedures,
and dependent measures were the same as those used in Experi
ment I. Unlike in Experiment I, however,all conditioning trials con
sisted of successive 4-sec presentations ofthe far lever, followed by
the near lever (Group FN), or of the near lever, followed by the far
lever (Group NF). This conditioning procedure lasted for 12sessions.

Although we report factorial ANOYA results, the standard com
parisons are not well suited to test the predictions of the approaches
we are comparing. We were not primarily concerned with the main
effects of spatial or temporal proximity or even with the overall
interaction between spatial and temporal proximity of the FN and
NF sequences. Instead, our focus was on the comparisons that com
prise the interaction. Thus, we used t tests to examine the statistical
significance of these planned comparisons.

Applying this analysis to the present circumstance
suggests that, for Group FN, the sequential movement of
the two levers in spatial locations successively closer to
the capture site may engage the same general search
mode prey-chasing mechanism as the ball bearing mov
ing toward the food site. If this is the case, we would ex
pect approach to and contact with both the first and sec
ond levers. Nosing in the food site would be expected to
emerge during the presentation of the second lever ele
ment as the temporal proximity offood approaches 2 sec.

In contrast, for Group NF, the sequential movement of
the two levers is similar to a ball bearing moving away
from the capture site. The first lever should elicit the
general search mode, characterized by approach to mov
ing stimuli, but, because the second lever is farther from
the food site, it will not sufficiently engage the prey
chasing mechanism of the general search mode when
moving away from the food site at such a close temporal
proximity to food (as with the ball bearing example de
scribed above). The result should be a reduced condi
tioning of a general search mode and a greater prepon
derance of nosing in the food site, supported by the
conditioning of a focal search mode.

Stated in intuitive terms, the spatiotemporal characteris
tics of the FN stimulus map well with a rat's prey-chasing
mechanisms because the cues signaling food get spa
tially closer to food as the arrival of food becomes more
temporally imminent. Thus, we would expect chase and
contact of both the first and second levers, followed by
approach to the food site, during the presentation of the
second lever. In contrast, the spatiotemporal characteris
tics of the NF stimulus map less well with the rat's prey
chasing mechanisms, because cues predicting food get
spatially more distant as food becomes more imminent.
On this basis, we would expect approach to the first lever,
but a preponderance of approach to the food site during
the presentation of the second lever as the stimulus pre
dicting food leads away from the capture point. Both as
sociative and behavior system predictions are tested in
this experiment by a set ofplanned comparisons between
groups and across CS elements within groups.
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Results and Discussion
The top graph in Figure 3 shows the average duration

spent contacting the levers during the last 2-day block of
conditioning. An ANOVA confirmed that both groups
spent similar amounts of time contacting the levers [i.e.,
main effect of group, F(1,14) = 2.96], regardless of the
order in which the levers were presented [i.e., main effect
of order, F(1, 14) = 1.30]. Although not statistically sig
nificant, there was a reasonably strong relation between the
groups factor and the order of presentation [F( 1,14) =
4.31, P < .06]. As is indicated in Figure 3, a planned
comparison confirmed that Group NF contacted the first
lever considerably more than it did the second [t(7) =

2.44] but Group FN did not [t(7) = 0.62], and that, in the
case of the second lever, the rats contacted the near lever
(Group FN) much more than they did the/ar lever [Group
NF; t(14) = 3.64].

The bottom graph in Figure 3 shows the average du
ration spent nosing in the food site during the last 2-day
block of conditioning. An ANOVA confirmed that both
groups nosed in the food site more during the presenta
tion of the second (temporally proximate) lever than dur
ing the presentation ofthe first (temporally distant) lever
[F(1,14) = 37.07] and that Group FN nosed in the food site
less than did Group NF [F(1,14) = 7.08]. Although not
statistically significant, there was again a reasonably
strong relation between group and the order in which the
levers were presented [F(1,14) = 4.04,p < .06]. Planned
comparisons revealed that Group NF nosed in the food
site more than did Group FN during the presentation of
the second lever [t(14) = 2.81] but not during the pre
sentation of the first lever [t (14) = 1.78].

The results of Experiment 2 show that the congruent
stimulus (Group FN) resulted in a sequence ofpredatory
behavior directed to the elements ofthe serial CS. The rats
first contacted the first (far) lever and then contacted the
second (near) lever and nosed in the food site. The incon
gruent stimulus (Group NF) resulted in a sequence ofre
sponding that largely avoided the second lever. These rats
contacted the first (near) lever and then usually skipped
contact with the second lever,preferring instead to nose in
the food site during presentation of the second (far) lever.

These outcomes were not very supportive ofa more tra
ditional associative account. Perhaps the biggest surprise
was that the rats were so sensitive to a small difference in
distance between the lever elements and the food. This
sensitivity might bring to mind a traditional ingestive con
trast effect in which animals are insensitive to absolute val
ues of an incentive but very sensitive to relative values
(Flaherty, 1982). But, in our experiment, there were no
differences in what was ingested; this was a contrast effect
produced by particular relations of the spatial distances
and the temporal order of the stimuli preceding food.

Further, even assuming the observed high degree of
sensitivity to spatial differences does little to improve the
explanations of a more traditional view. The congruent
serial CS leading from spatially far to near cues resulted
in similar amounts of lever contact during presentation
ofboth CS elements, instead ofthe exaggeration of more
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contact with the first lever element than with the second.
Additionally, the incongruent stimulus leading from spa
tially near to far cues resulted in the exaggeration of
lever contact to the first stimulus rather than the expected
more equal distribution ofresponding. The one prediction
supported was that the rats in Group FN exaggerated the
difference between the two lever elements by nosing in
the food site more during presentation of the second el
ement than during presentation of the first.

In contrast, the behavior systems strategy of relating
the characteristics of the serial CSs to predatory strings
of behavior provided a reasonable basis for the finding
that rats were sensitive to small differences in the relative
proximity to food ofmoving stimuli. The notion ofmap
ping between predatory strings of behavior and sequen
tial search modes also could account for the outcomes of
the different CSs. In both cases, the sequence oflever el
ements engaged a sequence of search modes and re
sponses leading to food, but this sequence involved con
tact ofboth levers only when the second lever was spatially
closer to the capture site. When the second lever was not
closer to the capture site, the rats went straight to the cap
ture site instead of chasing the moving lever. A similar
failure ofa rat to chase a moving stimulus predicting food
was found using rolling ball bearings and a very short
CS-US interval (Timberlake et al., 1982). More specif
ically, when ball bearing entry preceded food by 2.5 sec,
the animals went to the food site rather than to the ball
bearing. In both cases, the stimulus temporally proximate
to the delivery offood more strongly elicited a focal search
mode than it did the continuation ofa general search mode.

In short, the present experiment showed that a serial
CS with congruent spatial and temporal characteristics
produced a different pattern of conditioned responding
than did an incongruent stimulus. Apparently rats can be
quite sensitive to the spatiotemporal aspects ofan object,
when differences either in the spatial distance (in the pres
ent case) or in the temporal distance (in the ball bearing
case) are very slight. These results are compatible with the
behavior systems view that responding to moving stim
uli is organized and influenced by a sequence of search
modes related to predatory behavior (Timberlake, 1994;
Timberlake et aI., 1982). The results were less support
ive ofpredictions based on a more traditional associative
view of conditioning. In particular, an optimal-interval
account was not adequate to explain the distribution of
nosing in the food site and contacting the levers.

EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiment 3, we attempted to further examine the
behavior systems account of the results of Experiment 2
by testing a prediction that appears to differ from that of
a more traditional associative view. The manipulation we
examined was to systematically and extensively increase
the duration of the second element of the serial CS, fol
lowing Experiment 2 (from 4 to 28 sec in increments of
4 sec). On the basis of a more traditional associative
view, there are two possible outcomes of this manipula-
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Figure 4. The average duration (±SEM) spent contacting the
far and near levers (top panel) and nosing in the food site during
the presentation of the far and near levers (bottom panel) per
4 sec across the different phases of Experiment 3.

CONTACTING LEVERS for this response is slightly longer than the interval for
nosing in the food site (although the optimal-interval ex
planation did not deal well with the lever contact results
of Group NF in Experiment 2).

Different predictions emerge from the behavior sys
tems concept of conditioned search modes. In this view,
increasing the duration of the second element should
change the relation between presentation of the lever el
ements and the motivational modes (see Figure 1).
Lengthening the duration of the second lever should dif
ferentially increase conditioning of a general search mode
relative to a focal search mode for both congruent and in
congruent serial CSs. Thus, in terms of responding dur
ing the presentation of the second lever, there should be
an increase in lever-directed behavior, as well as a relative
decrease in the overall amount ofnosing in the food site.

Twooutcomes are possible with respect to responding
during the presentation of the first lever. If the progres
sive increase in the duration of the second lever causes
the first lever to become mapped exclusively to a general
search mode, the animal may show less contact to the first
lever and more general locomotor search. However, ifin
creasing the duration of the second lever systematically
allows the first lever to remain linked to the search modes
that it initially controlled, responding to the first lever
should remain relatively unchanged.

Finally, increasing the duration of the second lever el
ement should allow its temporal characteristics to dom
inate the importance of its spatial characteristics, making
the congruent and incongruent serial CSs more similar.
Thus, as the duration of the second stimulus increases,
we expect a decrease in the differences in the pattern of
responding between Groups FN and NF.
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tion. Either increasing the duration of the second lever
element should extend the behavior that occurred to the
4-sec stimulus across the duration of the lengthened pre
sentation of the stimulus, or it should decrease the behav
ior controlled by the second stimulus, because extinction
or inhibition of delay occurred or the optimal interval of
conditioning was surpassed. A similar prediction of de
creasing behavior might be made from the assumptions
of scalar expectancy theory (SET). As the duration of a
CS increases without an increase in the IFI, weaker re
sponding to the CS should occur (Gibbon & Balsam,
1981). We assume that, because the first lever is moving
even further from food as the duration ofthe second lever
is increased, responding should weaken even further.

There still remains the difficulty of specifying how
these predictions should relate to the different CRs we
have been measuring. Traditional associative theory lacks
clear performance rules for mapping associative strength
to the form ofa CR. Given the results in the previous ex
periments, we assume that any decrease in responding
should occur most rapidly for nosing in the food site. It
might be argued that lever contact could maintain itself
for a longer period of time because the optimal interval

Method
Subjects. The animals and housing conditions were the same as

those used in Experiment 2.
Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and general proce

dures were the same as those used in Experiment 2, except that the
second lever was presented for 8 sec (12 sessions), 12 sec (6 ses
sions), 16 sec (6 sessions), and 28 sec (6 sessions). The duration of
the second lever was increased when responding had stabilized in a
particular phase. Stability was assessed by visual inspection of the
graphical representation of the average duration spent contacting
the lever and nosing in the food site (see Kazdin, 1982).

Results and Discussion
The top graph in Figure 4 shows the average duration

spent contacting the levers during the last 2-day block of
each phase. An ANOVA confirmed that, overall, both
groups spent more time contacting the levers as the sec
ond lever was presented for longer durations [F(4,56) =

11.28], and Group FN contacted the levers more than did
Group NF [F(l, 14) = 5.31]. There was, however, a mar
ginal interaction between groups and the duration of the
second lever [F(4,56) = 2.52, P = .05], and there was a
marginal interaction among group, the duration of the
second lever, and the order in which the levers were pre
sented [F(4,56) = 2.40, P < .06]. Planned comparisons



of the second lever during the 4-sec condition with con
tacts to this lever collapsed across all other durations
showed that increasing the duration of the second lever
caused both Group FN and Group NF to spend more time
contacting this lever [ts(7) = 4.37 and 2.39, respectively].
Similar planned comparisons of the first lever during the
4-sec condition with contacts to this lever collapsed across
all other durations showed that increasing the duration
of the second lever caused Group FN but not Group NF
to spend more time contacting the first lever [ts(7) = 3.95
and 1.81, respectively].

The bottom graph in Figure 4 shows the average du
ration spent nosing in the food site during the last 2-day
block of each phase. An ANOVA confirmed that, over
all, both groups nosed in the food site less as the second
leverwas presented for longer durations [F(4,56) = 10.08],
that Group NF nosed in the food site more than did Group
FN [F(I,14) = 11.33], and that there was more nosing in
the food site during the presentation of the second than
during that of first lever [F(1,14) = 64.95]. There were
also significant interactions between group and the du
ration that the second lever was available [F(4,56) = 3.64],
between group and the order in which the levers were
presented [F(I ,14) = 32.65], and between the duration of
the second lever and the order in which the levers were
presented [F(4,56) = 5.61]. Fisher's least significant dif
ference (LSD) test showed that, in general, increasing
the duration of the second lever caused Group NF, but
not Group FN, to spend less time nosing in the food site.

In sum, the results from Experiment 3 showed that in
creasing the duration of the second lever, thereby mak
ing its onset more temporally distant from food, pro
duced an overall increase in lever contact and a decrease
in nosing in the food site. As in Experiment 2, the con
gruent stimulus (Group FN) showed different effects of
the manipulation than did the incongruent stimulus (Group
NF). Specifically, Group FN showed a progressive in
crease in lever contact during both levers, whereas Group
NF showed an increase in contact only to the second lever.
Moreover, Group FN generally nosed in the food site less
than did Group NF during presentation of both levers.
These results are consistent with the view that increasing
the duration of the second serial element caused it to be
come increasingly mapped to a general search mode, pro
ducing a conditioned search state characteristic of earlier
parts of a predatory sequence.

From a more traditional associative view, increasing
the duration of the presentation of the second element
should have produced no change or less responding dur
ing presentation of this element because the food was
more temporally distant, thereby weakening associations
and/or producing inhibition of delay. Also, increasing
the ratio of the duration of the CS to the IFI should have
produced a decrement in conditioned responding. The
data supported this decremental prediction for nosing in
the food site but failed to support the prediction for lever
contact. However, perhaps it could be argued that the op
timal interval for lever conditioning was increased by the
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relatively small increments in the duration of the second
lever. We will address this possibility in Experiment 4B.

EXPERIMENT 4A

Experiment 3 showed that increasing the duration of
the second lever resulted in (1) more responding to the
second lever, regardless of its spatial location, and (2) less
nosing in the food site. Although the data were compat
ible with the behavior systems approach, two alternative
explanations that focus on typical associative variables
were considered in the following two experiments.

One alternative explanation of the results of Experi
ment 3 is that the changes in behavior across the increases
in duration of the second lever were simply due to an in
crease in the number of training trials, rather than to an in
crease in the duration of the second lever. This explana
tion seems questionable as a general account of the data
of Experiment 3, if only because the duration of the sec
ond lever was increased only when responding had sta
bilized at the previous duration; nonetheless, the length of
training seemed worth evaluating as a contributor to the
effect shown in Experiment 3.

To remove the potential confounding of number of
training trials and increases in duration of the second
lever, Experiment 4A presented a new group of rats with
an incongruent stimulus (NF) in which the initial condi
tion of Experiment 3 (i.e., one in which each lever was
presented for 4 sec) was maintained for a number of ses
sions that was close to the total received by the rats in Ex
periment 3 (i.e., 42 sessions in Experiment 3 vs. 38 ses
sions in Experiment 4A). If the number of trials was the
key to the effects in Experiment 3, rather than the in
creased duration of the second lever, the patterns of
changes in lever contact and nosing in the food site over
trials in the present experiment should resemble those in
Experiment 3.

Method
Subjects. The animals were 8 female Sprague-Dawley rats that

were approximately 90 days old at the start of the experiment. The
housing conditions were the same as those used in Experiments I,
2, and 3.

Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus, general procedures,
and dependent measures were the same as those used in Experi
ment 2, except that, because of technical difficulties, training con
tinued for 38 rather than 42 sessions.

Results and Discussion
The top graph in Figure 5 shows the average duration

spent contacting the levers during the following 2-day
blocks: Sessions 11 and 12,23 and 24,29 and 30, and 33
and 34. These correspond closely to the 2-day blocks an
alyzed in Experiment 3. An ANOVA showed that, over
all, the rats spent marginally more time contacting the
levers as training continued [F(3,21) = 2.98, p < .06]
and that they contacted the first lever marginally more
than the second [F(I,7) = 5.29,p < .06]. There was no
interaction between session and the order in which the
levers were presented [F(3,21) = 0.80].
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small systematic increases in the duration of the second
lever element in producing the results ofExperiment 3. For
example, in Experiment 3, incremental shaping might
have extended the optimal conditioning interval for lever
contact to 28 sec. Totest this, Experiment 4B used two new
groups of rats exposed only to the terminal condition of
Experiment 3 (i.e., a 4-sec lever followed by a 28-sec
lever). In the absence ofprior training with shorter inter
vals and because of the relatively long time between the
presentations ofthe levers and food, there should be fewer
differences between the congruent and incongruent stim
uli. Also, if prior training with shorter durations of the
second element provided more support for a focal search
mode in the final condition or more explicit conditioning
of nosing in the food site, we would expect less nosing
in the food site during presentation of both levers.

Method
Subjects. The animals were 16 female Sprague-Dawley rats that

were approximately 90 days old at the start of the experiment. The
housing conditions were the same as those used in Experiments 1,
2, and 3.

Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus, general procedures,
and dependent measures were the same as those used in Experi
ment 2, except that the second lever was presented for 28 sec for 10
sessions.

Results and Discussion
The top graph in Figure 6 shows the average duration

spent contacting the levers during the last 2-day block of
conditioning. An ANOVAshowed that both groups spent
similar amounts of time contacting the levers [F(l, 14) =

0.23] and that they contacted the second lever more than
they did the first [F(l, 14)= 6.09]. There was no interaction
between group and the order in which the levers were
presented [F(l,14) = 2.56].

The bottom graph in Figure 6 shows the average du
ration spent nosing in the food site during the last 2-day
block of conditioning. An ANOVA confirmed that both
groups spent similar amounts of time nosing in the food
site [F(l,l4) = 0.05], regardless of the order in which the
levers were presented [F(l,14) = 0.83). There was no
interaction between the group and the order in which the
levers were presented [F(l,14) = 3.57].

In sum, the results showed more contact with the second
lever than with the first and similar conditioned respond
ing to the congruent and incongruent serial stimuli. This
pattern ofresponding resembled closely the results of the
terminal condition of Experiment 3, thus providing little
evidence that the effects in the terminal condition ofthis
experiment were markedly affected by earlier training
and incremental shaping. The lever contact data provide
little support for a more traditional associative view. In
stead, they support the hypothesis that temporally distant
cues come to differentially control a general search mode.
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SESSIONS
Figure 5. The average duration (::':::.SEM) spent contacting the

near and far levers (top panel) and nosing in the food site during
presentation of the near and far levers (bottom panel) during
blocks of Sessions 11 and 12, 23 and 24, 29 and 30, and 33 and 34
during the incongruent stimulus (Group NF).

The bottom graph in Figure 5 shows data from nosing
in the food site during the same sessions as those in the
top graph. An ANOVA confirmed that, overall, nosing
in the food site did not change with prolonged training
[F(3,21) = 0.97], but there was more nosing in the food
site during presentation of the second (far) than during
that of the first (near) lever [F(l,7) = 28.60]. There was
no interaction between session and the order in which the
levers were presented [F(3,21) = 1.70].

Although there was a trend toward an increase in re
sponding to the first lever with extended training, the
change in lever contact appears to be considerably less than
the changes occurring during Experiment 3 (compare the
top panels ofFigures 4 and 5). Moreover, whereas extend
ing the duration of the second lever in Experiment 3 pro
moted contact with this lever, extended training alone in
the present experiment failed to produce a change in con
tact with the second lever. Thus, extended training with
the incongruent stimulus cannot have been responsible
for the results observed in Experiment 3.

EXPERIMENT 4B GENERAL DISCUSSION

The purpose of Experiment 4B was to determine the
importance of incremental shaping ofresponding during

The results of these experiments showed that rats re
spond to the temporal order of a two-element serial CS



Figure 6. The average duration (±SEM) spent contacting the
far and near levers (top panel) and nosing in the food site during
presentation of the far and near levers (bottom panel) per 4 sec
for Groups FN and NF in Experiment 48.

and to very small differences in the spatial distance ofCS
elements from the food site, provided that both elements
are presented to each rat. In Experiment I, a group ofrats
receiving two 4-sec presentations of the far lever did not
behave differently from a group receiving two 4-sec pre
sentations of the near lever. Both groups showed the
same temporal differences in behavior, contacting the
first lever more than the second and nosing in the food
site more during presentation of the second lever. The ab
sence of a spatial effect in Experiment I was not surpris
ing, given the small difference in the distances between
the near and far levers and the food site (2.5 cm). How
ever, the absence ofa spatial effect does contrast with the
voluminous literature showing that quite small absolute
differences in the temporal relationship between a CS and
a US can have a profound effect on conditioned respond
ing (see Mackintosh, 1983). Experiment 2, however,
showed a marked effect of a small spatial difference when
the rats were exposed to both lever-food-site differences
(i.e., the near andfar levers) during the same serial CS.

Rats that received a congruent sequence of elements
(Group FN) differed markedly in their distribution ofre
sponding across the lever elements from the pattern pro
duced by the incongruent sequence of elements (Group
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NF). For the congruent serial CS, the spatial proximity of
the two elements to the food site was positively corre
lated with their temporal proximity to food delivery (i.e.,
the far lever was followed by the near lever and then by
food). In the incongruent serial stimulus, the spatial prox
imity of the two elements to the food site was negatively
correlated with their temporal proximity to the food site
(i.e., the near lever was followed by the far lever and then
by food). For the first lever, the rats showed similar lev
els of contact of the far lever (Group FN) and near lever
(Group NF). In the case of the second lever, the rats con
tacted the near lever (Group FN) much more than they
did the far lever (Group NF) and nosed in the food site
more during presentation ofthe far lever than during pre
sentation of the near. Increasing the duration of the sec
ond lever in Experiments 3 and 4B produced a marked
increase in lever contact during the presentation of the
second lever.These results were not due simply to a larger
number of trials or the shaping effects of previous con
ditioning (see Experiments 4A and 4B).

A Behavior Systems Account
The results were largely consistent with a behavior

systems account that posits a sequence of search modes
leading to food. Each mode is presumed to be related to
a particular repertoire of perceptual-motor organization
(combinations ofstimulus sensitivities and response com
ponents), and the different modes interact to produce a
search state that controls responding. A string of appet
itive behavior begins under predominant control ofa gen
eral search mode and consists of general exploratory re
sponses and systematic attention to the environment,
particularly to food-related stimuli. As better predictors
for food emerge, the focal search mode becomes more
engaged, followed by increased activity in the handling/
consuming mode as food arrives. The latter part of this
sequence is accompanied by a shift in the response reper
toire toward food-site-directed behavior and then toward
behavior directed at food itself. Stimulus characteristics
ofa CS, such as spatial distance and temporal proximity
to food-as well as movement, sound, size, scent, and
texture-influence the mode that is conditioned and the
expression of the different responses.

In the present circumstances, the spatial qualities of
the sequence of moving levers suggested that a congru
ent serial CS should produce a different pattern ofbehav
ior to the CS elements than would an incongruent serial
CS. In the congruent case (Group FN), the movement
caused by the insertion ofthe levers, in combination with
the fact that the successive levers became spatially closer
to the food site, engaged a general search mode prey
chasing mechanism, resulting in approach to and contact
with both the first and the second levers. However, for
Group NF, the insertion of both levers fit well with the
general search mode, but, because the second lever's spa
tial characteristics took the animal farther away from the
food site (relative to the characteristics ofthe first lever),
it did not sufficiently engage the prey-chasing mecha-
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nism of this mode at such a close temporal proximity to
food. The outcome was weaker conditioning of the gen
eral search mode and an increase in nosing in the food
site supported by the temporal proximity of the second
element to food. It seems that rats will "chase" the FN se
quence oflevers because the levers became closer to the
food site on successive appearances but will not "chase"
the NF sequence of levers because these levers became
farther from the food site on successive appearances.

An important quality of the behavior systems approach
was the ability to readily conceptualize multiple CS
related responses within a string of appetitive behavior
and to relate them to the elements ofthe CS. Perhaps the
most interesting prediction of this approach was that, as
the duration ofthe second lever was increased, the animal
should increase its interaction with that lever (while de
creasing its nosing in the food site) because the increased
duration of the second lever began to better support con
ditioning of a general search mode. This prediction was
supported whether the longer duration ofthe second lever
was produced by increments after initial training with
shorter intervals (Experiment 3) or put in effect from the
beginning (Experiment 4B).

Associative Accounts
In Experiment 1, a more traditional associative account

predicted the effects of a serial CS on nosing in the food
site. Differential excitatory strength resulting from the
temporal proximity of the second CS element to food
should result in a stronger CR. Consistent with this pre
diction, nosing in the food site was greater during presen
tation of the second lever than during presentation of the
first. But this prediction, shared with the behavior sys
tems approach, was the only a priori prediction.

A basic problem with traditional associative theory is
how to predict which of the responses in the animals'
repertoire will emerge as the CR. As a result, it was dif
ficult to predict the emergence of a second CR (lever con
tact), much less its pattern of expression. Although the
amount of lever contact in Experiment 1 was unimpres
sive in amount, the pattern of responding across lever el
ements was the opposite of that for nosing. A post hoc
associative account that can explain the overall results of
Experiment 1 is that the optimal interval for lever contact
was slightly longer than the optimal interval for nosing
in the food site, thereby accounting for the decline in lever
contact and the rise in nosing in the food site from the
first CS element to the second.

The results of Experiment 2, however, yielded a pat
tern of responding to the levers that was the opposite of
what one would predict on the basis of an optimal tem
poral interval and spatial distance for conditioning to the
second lever. The congruent serial stimulus should have
enhanced the pattern of contacting the first lever, rather
than the second, because the first was both temporally and
physically distant, whereas the second was both tempo
rally and physically proximate. However, lever contact
was similar during the two elements. The incongruent

serial stimulus should have produced more equal lever
contact in the first and second CS elements but instead
showed the maximum enhancement of the pattern shown
in Experiment I-contact to the first element and little
contact to the second.

The results of Experiment 3 also presented problems
for even the optimal-interval account. The increase in
contact with the second lever as a function of increases
in its duration is difficult to explain, unless we assume
that the optimal interval for conditioning lever contact is
at least 28 sec. However, no research supports such an
assumption. Further, the optimal-interval argument did
not explain why lever contact differed so markedly be
tween congruent and incongruent sequences during the
4-sec duration of the second lever. Finally, Experiments
4A and 4B showed that several traditional associative
variables, including number of training trials, previous
type oftraining, and incremental shaping procedures, did
not determine the results of Experiment 3.

Conclusions
On the basis of the present and other examples, we

conclude that responding during Pavlovian serial condi
tioning is strongly influenced by a preorganized sequence
of search modes related to the US (Domjan, 1994; F. 1.
Silvaet aI., 1998; F. 1.Silvaet aI., 1996; Timberlake, 1994).
Different levels ofnosing in the food site and contacting
the lever were observed during the elements of the serial
CS as a function of whether rats were presented with a
congruent or an incongruent stimulus. A congruent CS
is one in which the spatial and temporal proximities of
the serial elements are positively correlated. Such a stim
ulus possess qualities of a moving prey item that is chased
and captured. An incongruent CS is one in which the spa
tial and temporal proximities of the serial elements are
negatively correlated. Such a stimulus may be moving in
the direction of escaping prey, rather than being a prey
item that will be captured soon at the food site. Increas
ing the duration of the second lever increased respond
ing to that lever and considerably reduced the difference
in responding to congruent and incongruent serial stimuli.
These effects question the sufficiency of traditional ex
planations based only on the temporal or the spatial prox
imity of the CS and the US and highlight the importance
of the motivational and perceptual-motor organization a
particular species brings to a situation (F. 1. Silva et aI.,
1998; F. 1. Silva et aI., 1996; Timberlake, 1994; Timber
lake & K. M. Silva, 1995).

A longstanding ambiguity in associative theory, how
to translate constructs such as associative strength into
performance, emerged under the present procedures
(Rescorla, 1988; Timberlake & F. 1. Silva, 1994). Most
associative constructs are clearest when their analysis is
restricted to a single CR, but, in the present circumstances,
multiple CRs emerged. We suspect the occurrence of
multiple CRs is not atypical, although their emergence
may be more obvious when there are multiple CS ele
ments. A complete theory of conditioning requires what



is often referred to as a set ofperformance rules. Wetend
to think that the distinction between associative rules and
performance rules is too sharp. A better approach might
be to combine the associative and performance labels in
a single theory of conditioning.

Finally, we acknowledge that, given the large number
of associative mechanisms developed by researchers
over the last 100 years, it is likely that a combination of
constructs can be assembled to explain the effects shown
in the present experiments (see, e.g., Marshall, Gokey,
Green, & Rashotte, 1979; Rescorla & Cunningham, 1979;
Testa, 1975). Although we were not able to develop such
an account, it clearly would be of interest. Most impor
tant, however, it seems unlikely to us that the explanatory
constructs could be identified ahead of time without
making assumptions beyond associationism (see Gallis
tel, 1990, for a similar discussion). It has proven to be sur
prisingly difficult for traditional associative theory to de
velop a predictive model of conditioning that applies in
unfamiliar circumstances. As Timberlake (1990, 1997)
argued, the apparent simplicity and comprehensiveness
of associative laws may have been purchased by incor
porating species-typical preorganization into the design
of the apparatus, procedures, and measurements of sue
cessfullearning paradigms. When we move outside these
carefully formed circumstances, the predictive power of
the traditional associative approach is lessened.
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